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This article analyzes offshore (including Internet) gambling in Oceania-par- 
ticularly its uneven development in Vanuatu, the Cook Islands, Norfolk Island, 
and Palau. Offshore gambling's evolution and future prospects are examined in 
terms of tensions between (1) the drive by entrepreneurs and regional taw-ha- 
ven promoters to increase the volume and variety of gambling among the array 
of services that Pacific Islands tax havens provide and (2) the growing moves 
by metropolitan countries to curb taw avoidance and evasion, economic loss, 
money laundering, and other forms of crime and deviant behavior associated 

with offshore gambling. 

PACIFIC ISLANDS TAX HAVENS and offshore financial centers offer a range of 
attractive offshore gambling services to clients around the world,' but they 
are often resisted or attacked by metropolitan governments. Although off- 
shore betting enterprises in Oceania frequently operate by telephone and 
fax, their evolving Internet activities allow far greater powers of action and a 
new system of laissez-faire and low-tax betting that threatens to undermine 
metropolitan gambling regulation and taxation systems. 

The chief obstacle to the development of Pacific Islands offshore gam- 
bling has come from metropolitan governments. There has always been at 
least some social opposition to gambling and even the most permissive of 
metropolitan states have set boundaries. But promoters of offshore betting 
(particularly in its new Internet form) attempt to escape these limitations 
and vastly expand the availability of gambling (bringing it into the home). 
The advent of the Internet has allowed businesses in offshore financial cen- 
ters to create online casinos, bingo games, and lotteries and the World Wide 
Web has made offshore sports betting the fastest growing of all forms of 
gambling (Thompson 2001:355-367). Critics have blamed offshore Internet 


































































